This weekly review is also available on the School’s website.

Maple Weekly Review
Week ending: 14th September 2018
It has been a very busy week in Class Maple. The children have settled in well, learning
the new routines and timetables. It has been lovely getting to know them better! We
look forward to seeing many of you as possible at the ‘Essential Guide to the Year
Ahead’ evening next week. Have a lovely weekend!
English
In English, we have been focusing on drama and performance in the run up to our Assembly on
Roald Dahl – we hope you enjoyed it! We have also looked at key skills in English – completing a
guided reading session and a comprehension exercise as well as grammar tests to familiarize
ourselves with some of the new vocabulary and terminology.
Maths
This week, the children have worked on place value and number. We developed our mental
arithmetic skills involving place value and explored some problem solving linked place value. Our
weekly tests involve knowing all times tables and being familiar with money, time and other
measurements. Ensuring number bonds, units of measure and times tables are secure will really
help the children in this area. We also played a practical game with dice to create the largest
and smallest numbers possible using up to 6-digits and placing our results on a number line.

Enrichment
This week saw the launch of our Enrichment topic: Ancient Egypt! The children investigated a
recently discovered Egyptian tomb, filled with ancient treasures and artefacts. They then had
to attempt to identify the objects, creating a list of their findings and creating detailed
drawings of some of the key objects. They also completed a news report about the discovery of
the tomb!

P.E.
The children have enjoyed lots of P.E. since being back at school and are currently focusing on
their skills in tennis and rugby. In rugby, they have been learning how to pass backwards whilst
moving forwards and how to dodge and avoid an opponent.
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Science – Light information book
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English – Charity choice.
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Maths – Place Value and rounding.
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DATES FOR YOUR DIARY AND NOTICES
Please ensure your child brings a water bottle.
Black shoes to be worn as part of the school uniform.
‘Essential Guide the Year Ahead’ evening – Wednesday 19th September at 7.30pm.
(arrival from 7.15pm)
Bourn to Run - Sunday 23rd September.

Test scores:
X tables __________ Arithetic __________ Spellings __________ Grammar__________

Mrs. Culley and Mrs. Wheatman

